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Infrared-absorbing carbonaceous tar can dominate light
absorption by marine-engine exhaust
J. C. Corbin 1,2, H. Czech3,10, D. Massabò4,5, F. Buatier de Mongeot 4, G. Jakobi6,7, F. Liu2, P. Lobo 2, C. Mennucci4, A. A. Mensah8,
J. Orasche3,7, S. M. Pieber1,11, A. S. H. Prévôt1, B. Stengel6,9, L.-L. Tay2, M. Zanatta1,12, R. Zimmermann3,6,8, I. El Haddad1 and M. Gysel 1

Ship engines in the open ocean and Arctic typically combust heavy fuel oil (HFO), resulting in light-absorbing particulate matter
(PM) emissions that have been attributed to black carbon (BC) and conventional, soluble brown carbon (brC). We show here that
neither BC nor soluble brC is the major light-absorbing carbon (LAC) species in HFO-combustion PM. Instead, “tar brC” dominates.
This tar brC, previously identified only in open-biomass-burning emissions, shares key defining properties with BC: it is insoluble,
refractory, and substantially absorbs visible and near-infrared light. Relative to BC, tar brC has a higher Angstrom absorption
exponent (AAE) (2.5–6, depending on the considered wavelengths), a moderately-high mass absorption efficiency (up to 50% of
that of BC), and a lower ratio of sp2- to sp3-bonded carbon. Based on our results, we present a refined classification of atmospheric
LAC into two sub-types of BC and two sub-types of brC. We apply this refined classification to demonstrate that common analytical
techniques for BC must be interpreted with care when applied to tar-containing aerosols. The global significance of our results is
indicated by field observations which suggest that tar brC already contributes to Arctic snow darkening, an effect which may be
magnified over upcoming decades as Arctic shipping continues to intensify.
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INTRODUCTION
Heavy fuel oil (HFO), a blend of the residual and distillate fractions
of crude oil, is the most widely-used marine-engine fuel globally.1

Unburnt HFO is toxic; past HFO spills have caused substantial
environmental damage that persisted for decades.1 Consequently,
HFO was banned in the Antarctic region in 2012,1 but is still used
across the rest of the open ocean, including the Arctic,2 where it
represents 75% of the total marine-fuel mass.1 HFO combustion
generates toxic particulate matter (PM) containing substantial
amounts of heavy metals, polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),3

and light-absorbing black carbon (BC).4 This BC is recognized as
having substantial climate effects, which are expected to grow in
light of retreating Arctic sea ice,2 and is therefore the focus of
ongoing work commissioned by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) to inform future regulators.5

However, BC is not the only light-absorbing material in HFO-PM.
Recent work has highlighted another, brown-colored form of
light-absorbing, carbonaceous PM (LAC) with unknown chemical
composition.4,6 This non-BC LAC was treated in those works as
“soluble brown carbon” (soluble brC) in the conventional7–9 sense:
a complex, liquid-like mixture of light-absorbing organic mole-
cules that are volatilizable, miscible with non-light absorbing PM
components such as organic aerosol, and soluble in common

organic solvents. These properties imply a number of physical
consequences, such as optical properties (and climate impacts)
governed by internal mixing with non-absorbing PM,10 and justify
the use of solvent extraction as a standard technique for studying
brC.9

Insoluble LAC has a substantially different environmental fate to
soluble brC. For example, insoluble LAC may accumulate on snow
and ice surfaces during melt, absorbing sunlight and accelerating
melt rates.11 Fundamental differences in physical properties also
impact the interpretation of fundamental LAC measurements and
treatment in model simulations.12 Insoluble LAC species include
BC as well as the “tar ball” brC previously identified by electron
microscopy in wildfire and biomass-burning samples,13–18 which
has fundamentally different properties to both BC and soluble brC.
It is therefore essential to understand the chemical nature of LAC
in HFO-PM in order to predict its environmental impacts and
atmospheric mixing state, and to develop analytical techniques
suitable for its quantification.
Previous work4,6 on HFO-PM LAC has defined brC operationally,

by attributing all infrared light absorption to BC and defining brC
using deviations of the Absorption Ångström Exponent (AAE;19

the negative slope of a logarithmic plot of absorption coefficient
babn(λ) against wavelength λ) from the value of 1.0 expected for
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BC.20 In this study, we identified the physical nature of this brC by
combining a variety of analytical techniques. We found that this
brC is comparable in nature to biomass-burning tar balls: it is
insoluble in water and organic solvents, refractory, and absorbs in
the near infrared, similarly to BC, but has a higher sp3/sp2 carbon
bonding ratio and AAE than BC. We derive an optical model for
this tar brC and show that it is the major light absorber in HFO-PM
at low engine loads, even in the near infrared (NIR; λ ~ 1000 nm).
The combination of properties we identify for HFO-PM tar brC
means that the majority of common analytical techniques for
quantifying airborne or in-snow LAC are substantially biased in its
presence. Our results call for a refined classification of atmospheric
LAC and the re-interpretation of multiple atmospheric-aerosol and
snow-darkening-by-LAC studies.

RESULTS
Four types of LAC
Atmospheric LAC has conventionally been separated into BC and
brC.8,9,20,21 However, at least four LAC types must be distinguished
in order to adequately describe the variety of LAC particles which
have been observed in the atmosphere. We further divide BC into
soot and char BC (which differ primarily in their morphology), and
brC into tar and soluble brC (which differ primarily in chemical
state), as discussed in the following. Our refined classification is
shown in Fig. 1, which summarizes the tar brC properties
measured in this study (first five rows; discussed below) and in
the literature (see SI for a detailed description of each row).

Soot BC is exactly that material defined by the seminal works of
Bond et al.20 and Petzold et al.21 as “BC”. It (1) is strongly-light
absorbing, (2) volatilizes at ~4000 K, (3) is insoluble in water and
organic solvents, (4) exists as aggregates consisting of primary
spherules with diameter 10–80 nm, and (5) consists primarily of
graphitic sp2-bonded carbon. The small spherules comprising soot
BC are formed via the in-flame nucleation of precursor
compounds,22 and the graphitic-carbon domains comprising
these spherules are curved into an onion-like structure due to
the small spherule diameters. Soot BC typically has a wavelength-
independent refractive index which, in combination with its
typically open morphology and small size relative to visible/
infrared wavelengths, means that it is a strong broadband
absorber with AAE close to 1.0 when externally-mixed (Fig. 1).
Char BC fits all of the defining properties of soot BC except for

its morphology. Char BC is formed when low-volatility fuel
droplets (such as HFO) undergo surface graphitization rather than
evaporation when heated.23 During this graphitization, the violent
expansion of volatiles trapped within the droplet produces a
highly-porous hollow sphere (cenosphere) of BC much larger than
the original droplet (outer diameter ~1 μm).24,25 Due respectively
to their size and specific surface area, char-BC particles may be
expected to exhibit less curvature in their graphitic domains25 and
slower oxidative reactivity26 than soot BC. However, the expected
range of such properties for both char BC and soot BC are greater
than the typical differences between the two,25,27 thus, carbon
microstructure (property 5 above) does not robustly distinguish
between these two sub-types.

Fig. 1 Properties are sorted by their degree of overlap between LAC types. The ranges of continuous properties are plotted relative to soot BC
(mean value) in the final column. Summary of key properties for the two black carbon (BC) and brown carbon (brC) species defined in the text.
Properties are sorted by their degree of overlap between columns. EC, eBC, and rBC (colored text) refer to different analytical techniques for
BC, of which only rBC is expected to distinguish BC from brC as discussed in the text. The morphology diagrams in columns 2–4 depict
aggregated spherules, porous cenospheres, and solid spheres. Note that single-wavelength eBC measurements are typically extrapolated
from red or NIR λ to visible λ using the AAE of soot BC (last 3 rows). This table combines literature data with experimental and modeling results
from the present work, as cited in the main text and further described in the SI. “a”— Includes water, methanol, and acetone at room
temperature, according to common practice in the literature. “b”—Apparent vapourization temperatures may be influenced by pyrolysis and
are therefore related to the heating rate (see text). “c”—Typical count median Feret diameter (CMD) of externally-mixed particles. “d”—Values
represent model particles at the given diameters (see Methods). “e”—Not applicable (n.a.) as canonical soluble brC does not absorb above
~600 nm
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Although char BC particles have been identified previously in
the Arctic28 and over the Yellow Sea,29–31 previous definitions of
atmospheric BC have not accounted for its unique morphology
because of its rarity. Yet it is important to distinguish between
char and soot BC for two reasons. First, due to its aerodynamic
diameter being larger than that of soot BC, char BC will have a
shorter atmospheric lifetime and will deposit faster onto the
planetary surface. Second, micron-sized char BC has an AAE close
to 0 (Fig. 1; see SI for details), substantially different from that of
soot BC, such that any light-absorption-based measurement of BC
will be biased in the presence of char. As we did not observe char
BC in our study, such measurement biases are discussed further in
the SI.
Soluble brC is the collection of substantially light-absorbing

organic molecules in PM which are soluble in at least one solvent,
such as water, methanol, and acetone, under standard conditions.
Climate-relevant soluble brC absorbs light in the 300–600 nm
range and is brown in color due to a strong wavelength
dependence of absorption (high AAE).9 We have defined soluble
brC in this manner to ensure equivalency with the majority of
previous brC studies, where solvent extraction is frequently
employed to characterize what is commonly referred to simply
as “brC”.7,9,32,33 Note that solubility is fundamentally related to
molecular surface area (in addition to polarity), and therefore to
volatility,34 as discussed further below. Solvent extraction has
become widespread in the analysis of brC because it allows both
simple and powerful analytical techniques to be employed. This
has led to the molecular identification of brC compounds, in
particular, of oxygenated and nitrogenated aromatics (as pre-
dicted by Jacobson35) as the most likely absorbers of visible
radiation in soluble brC from biomass burning9 and HFO
combustion.36

Tar brC is the insoluble brC fraction (the difference between all
brC and soluble brC). As insolubility is physically related to
molecular size for aromatics,37 and since volatility decreases with
molecular size,34 tar is expected to have an extremely low
volatility. Larger aromatics absorb light more effectively,38

suggesting that tar brC will be more strongly absorbing than
soluble brC. In addition, larger molecular sizes typically correlate
with a higher carbon mole fraction (and fewer functional groups)
for combustion-derived LAC, since thermal annealing during
combustion leads to the elimination of hydrogen and oxygen and
the fusing of aromatic rings.39 We describe tar brC as a subset of
brC because the high AAE (>1) of tar brC may result in a brown
color,40 although tar brC may be considered as a material with
properties between those of BC and soluble brC. We have used
the term “tar” for consistency with the term “tar balls” introduced
by Pósfai and coworkers13,41 because we propose that these
materials are of the same origin (as discussed below). To avoid
ambiguity, we omit the “balls” except when discussing previous
studies.
It must be emphasized that many of the LAC properties

discussed above are continuous rather than discrete. Solubility is a
continuous property by definition, tar brC viscosity and phase has
been observed to vary upon atmospheric aging,42 and the ratio of
sp2 to sp3 bonded carbon, used to define BC, may also vary
smoothly. As we discuss in the optical-model section below, there
therefore likely exists some overlap between tar brC and soot/char
BC for certain key properties. This continuum of properties is
hinted at by the order of the columns in Fig. 1, where, for example,
the AAE decreases from right to left. The existence of such smooth
transitions does not contradict the utility of the terms discussed
above, because of the unique formation mechanisms of the
different LAC types, but rather indicates that any classification of
LAC must be done cautiously.
Operational definitions of BC also exist, which generally

describe measurement techniques rather than conceptual classes.
The simplest definition of BC is made by attributing light

absorption at a given wavelength λ (typically red or NIR) to soot
BC, yielding equivalent BC mass or eBC(λ).21 Another common
diagnostic is thermal–optical analysis (TOA), which reports
elemental carbon (EC) as the mass of carbon which is thermally
refractory up to about 800 K (depending on the analysis protocol),
after correcting for potential sample pyrolysis. Finally, laser-
induced incandescence measures rBC as the incandescence signal
of a PM sample after rapid heating to ~4000 K, and laser-
vapourizer mass spectrometry measures the carbon fragments
produced after a similar heating protocol.21 These definitions
exploit different LAC properties and are therefore sensitive to
different LAC fractions. We exploited these differences below to
quantify the mass and optical properties of tar brC.
Operational definitions of brC have most commonly followed

the solubility criterion which we incorporated into the soluble brC
definition above. One alternative definition is optical-equivalent
brC, defined by extrapolating eBC(NIR) measurements down to
visible λ using the AAE (Eq. (1)), then subtracting predicted BC
absorption from measured total absorption.6,9,33 This results in an
optically-defined brC rather than a physical representation of
LAC.6 Another definition compares PM light absorption before and
after thermal denuding at ~600 K.9,10,43 This definition overlaps
substantially with the definition of soluble brC, because volatiliz-
able organic-PM molecules typically contain 4–30 carbon atoms
and a wide range of polar functional groups32,44 and will
consequently have a high solubility in polar and non-polar
solvents.9 We experimentally evaluate this assertion for our data
below. Note that we have focussed on solubility rather than
volatility herein to avoid an important ambiguity with regard to
volatility measurements: heating brC may not only lead to
evaporation but also to pyrolysis. Pyrolysis rates are influenced
by both heating rates and internal mixing of the PM, which may
lead to substantial ambiguity in measurement interpretation,
particularly for HFO-PM.45

Insoluble brC in HFO-PM
We initially hypothesized that HFO-PM brC absorbed at wave-
lengths λ > 600 nm due to the presence of the asphaltenes, the
class of extremely-high molecular mass (~1000 u) aromatics,37

defined by their solubility in toluene but not n-hexane (or n-
pentane, or n-heptane). We hypothesized this because asphal-
tenes are expected to absorb near-infrared light,37 as demon-
strated for our HFO sample in Fig. 5a, and because multiple
soluble molecules found in HFO fuel have also been detected in
HFO-PM.36,46

To test this hypothesis, we performed stepwise solvent
extraction of four HFO-PM filter samples, measuring the sample
absorption after each step. The results for a representative filter
are shown in Fig. 2a, and in more detail in Supplementary Figure
1. The AAE(375,850) values in the figure were calculated using19

AAEðλ1; λ2Þ ¼
�ln babn;λ1=babn;λ2

� �

ln λ1=λ2ð Þ (1)

where AAE(λ1, λ2) denotes the AAE calculated from two
wavelengths in nanometers. The AAE(375,850) of our HFO-PM
filter samples was initially 1.7. After water extraction, the AAE did
not decrease substantially. Furthermore, the AAE remained
constant after hexane extraction, and after toluene extraction
(Fig. 2a). Mass spectra of the solvent-extracted filters taken during
TOA showed that virtually all volatile organic PM had been
extracted (discussed further below). We therefore reject our initial
hypothesis that asphaltenes were responsible for brC absorption
in HFO-PM.
These experiments also rule out multiple alternative hypoth-

eses. Specifically, they rule out the hypotheses that our observed
high AAE was caused by (i) internal mixing of BC with soluble brC
or other PM; (ii) bathochromic shifts of soluble brC absorption due
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to surface adsorption47 or metal complexation;48 (iii) electronic
interactions between molecular aggregates in solution;9 and (iv)
pH effects on soluble brC absorption.49 All of these effects would
be nullified by solvent extraction. Similarly, separate measure-
ments of vanadium (the major trace metal in HFO-PM and in our
samples50) emission factors did not correlate with the AAE
(370,880) (Supplementary Figure 2), ruling out the possibility that
inorganic species contributed significantly to our observed HFO-
PM light absorption.
To place our results in the context of literature, Fig. 2b plots our

measurements against those of Kirchstetter et al.,7 who measured
the AAE of filter samples before and after acetone extraction for a
variety of biomass-burning and traffic-related sources. Their
reported AAEs represent variable wavelength ranges, with a
minimum λ of 330–450 nm and a maximum λ of 850–1000 nm.
Figure 2b also includes the line y= x− 1, representing the
expected trend if their samples were of soot-BC (expected AAE
= 1) mixed with soluble brC (AAE > 1). As seen in the figure, all of
the Kirchstetter et al. samples followed that trend, whereas none

of our samples did. This is, to our knowledge, the first report of
such an inconsistency and the first demonstration of a PM sample
where the major brC fraction was insoluble.

Tar brC identification using SEM
Having shown that the brC species in HFO-PM was insoluble, we
performed scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of sub-2.5 μm PM
samples to identify which of the LAC types described above were
present in HFO-PM (see SI for further discussion). We found that
both tar brC (Fig. 2c) and soot BC (Supplementary Figures 3 and 4)
were present in our samples. Char BC, which may be readily
identified using SEM due to its unique morphology and size (Fig.
1), was absent in our samples.

Refractory nature of tar brC
We acquired two independent data sets to investigate the
refractory nature of tar, using (i) high-resolution aerosol mass
spectrometry (HR-AMS) with two separate vapourization techni-
ques6 and (ii) TOA51 in combination with resonance-enhanced
multi-photon ionization (REMPI) mass spectrometry.46

Using HR-AMS, we flash-vapourized HFO-PM particles directly
from the aerosol phase by impaction onto an 873 K tungsten
surface. The resulting vapors were analyzed by electron-ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry, yielding a mass spectrum in
which the elemental composition of 483 ions with m/z from 12 to
150 was identified (see SI for details). We compared the HR-AMS
mass spectra of HFO-PM with that of two distillate fuels, diesel and
marine-gas-oil PM, which both contained negligible amounts of
brC (as discussed elsewhere6), and found no substantial difference
between the carbon-containing peaks of the three fuels (Supple-
mentary Figure 5). Similar results for these same PM samples were
found using proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry in
combination with a 470 K vapourizer.52 Since no mass spectral
differences were observed in spite of the fact that no brC was
present in the distillate fuels, we conclude that the brC species in
HFO-PM did not flash vapourize on the 873 K surface, that is, the
brC was refractory.
Using the “IMPROVE-A” TOA protocol,51 we found that the

solvent-extraction experiments presented in Fig. 2 removed
virtually all of the carbon evolving at the first two temperature
stages (OC1 and OC2) from the filter (Supplementary Figure 6).
Substantial signals remained at the later OC3 and OC4 stages,
which is not unexpected since these fractions include pyrolytic
species.46 The EC mass measured on the filters was also lower after
solvent extraction, due to the reduction of pyrolysis and sulfate-
related biases in HFO-PM.45 All EC concentrations reported herein
are therefore based on solvent-extracted measurements. Based on
previous reports of refractory tar brC in biomass-burning
samples,41,53 we anticipated that these EC concentrations
correspond to the sum of soot BC and tar brC in HFO-PM. Note
that pyrolysis during TOA is related to its slow heating (the
maximum heating rate is ~7 Kmin−1, with wait times pro-
grammed at each stage), compared with the HR-AMS, which
heats particles much faster and is not designed to observe slowly-
evolved species.
Our interpretation of the TOA data is further supported by the

REMPI mass spectra of the molecules evolved during TOA
(Supplementary Figure 7). The REMPI technique is specifically
sensitive to aromatics, and primarily detected the evolution of
smaller molecules during the higher-temperature (OC3 and OC4)
stages compared to the lower-temperature (OC1 and OC2) stages,
particularly for the solvent-extracted filter samples, which is a clear
indication of pyrolysis.

Fig. 2 Solvent extraction of HFO PM. a Both untreated and solvent-
extracted particulate matter (PM) samples from a marine engine
operated on heavy fuel oil (HFO) had an AAE(375,850) of 1.7,
showing that the major brC species in HFO-PM was insoluble in
water, hexane, and toluene. b The insolubility of HFO-PM brC is
unique in comparison to the data set of Kirchstetter et al.7 c (inset)
“Tar brC”, qualitatively identified in our samples using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), was therefore the major brC species in
HFO-PM. Note that no char BC was observed by SEM. The black
circles in the micrograph are pores in the polycarbonate filter. Error
bars represent the propagated standard error of the mean
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Carbon bonding in HFO-PM tar
We employed Raman spectroscopy in order to characterize the
bonding state of tar carbon in our samples of untreated and
solvent-extracted filter samples. Figure 3 shows the results, in the
context of the Raman spectra of more- and less-graphitic flame
soot.54 All spectra were normalized to the major Raman band at
~1350 cm−1. After solvent extraction, the Raman intensity at
1100–1300 cm−1 and ~1500 cm−1 was substantially lowered,
while the relative height of the two major Raman bands was
unchanged. These changes indicate the removal of soluble
organic PM, which, as shown in Fig. 2a, did not influence the
AAE and therefore did not remove the majority of the brC.
The Raman spectrum of the extracted-HFO-PM sample showed

substantial differences to the flame-soot data. In terms of a five-
band fit,55 these differences include a clearly higher D3/D1 peak-
height ratio (corresponding to a relatively higher midpoint
between the two major peaks, at ~1500 cm−1). This higher
D3/D1 ratio indicates a higher ratio of amorphous carbon
(disordered solid carbon with mixed sp2 and sp3 bonding) relative
to graphite-crystalline-edge carbon,54 as is predicted for high-AAE
carbon materials.39 In addition, either the G/D1 or the D2/D1 peak-
height ratio, or both, was also higher for HFO-PM than for flame
soot. As these two ratios appeared to change upon solvent
extraction, we cannot follow common practice54 in attributing the
G band signals to graphitic carbon, which is by definition
insoluble. It is for this same reason that we have not attempted
to quantify our spectra with five-band fits.

Optical properties of HFO-PM tar
While previous studies have reported increased brC emissions
from HFO-PM combustion at lower engine loads,4,6 and have even
reported apparent brC refractive indices by normalized optically-
defined brC absorption (total absorption minus BC-predicted
absorption) to organic PM concentrations,6 no previous study has

directly estimated the mass and optical properties of the actual
brC species in HFO-PM, that is, tar brC.
In order to gain insights into the optical properties of tar, we

performed an experiment where the combustion conditions of
HFO in the engine were varied using the crank angle at the start of
fuel injection as a free parameter (Fig. 4). By varying this angle, we
produced HFO-PM which was either dominated by soot BC or by
tar brC, mimicking the engine-load impacts reported by Corbin
et al.6 (discussed further below). More-negative start-of-injection
angles correspond to higher maximum global gas temperatures
inside the engine (Supplementary Figure 8), which may increase
fuel-droplet pyrolysis and burnout, as well as increasing engine
efficiency. Figure 4 compares rBC measurements obtained by a
single-particle, laser-induced incandescence soot photometer
(SP2) with TOA EC measurements, in the context of two AAEs
calculated using Eq. (1), the AAE(370,950) and the AAE(880,950).
Both AAEs varied from ~1.0 to ~2.0, with higher values at more-
negative start-of-injection angles.
When the AAEs were lowest, at approximately 1.0 (Fig. 4, least-

negative crank angle), rBC concentrations were at their highest
and the ratio EC/rBC was also 1.0. This indicates that soot BC was
the primary LAC type in the HFO-PM. To corroborate this
interpretation, we calculated the soot-BC AAE(λ, 950) at these
conditions for six λ and report the result in Fig. 4. We also

Fig. 3 Raman spectra of HFO-PM before and after solvent extraction
in comparison to the average Raman spectrum of two extreme
types of flame soot (fuel-lean and fuel-rich), from Saffaripour et al.54

All spectra are normalized to the mode at ~1350 cm−1 and letters on
the abscissa indicate the expected locations of the standard Raman
bands (D4, D1, D3, G, D2). Solvent extraction primarily influenced
the shoulder at ~1200 cm−1, which did not influence the AAE. The
major difference between solvent-extracted HFO-PM and either soot
spectrum is seen at ~1500 cm−1 and indicates a higher sp3/sp2

bonding ratio in the HFO-PM than in the flame soot

a

b

Fig. 4 Formation of tar-rich (AAE ~2) or BC-rich (AAE ~1) PM in
response to changing engine conditions. a The AAE(370,950) and
AAE(880,950) both increased at more-negative start-of-injection
angles, indicating the formation of a near-infrared-absorbing brC.
b At more-negative angles, rBC concentrations fell to 0 while EC
concentrations remained high. This indicates that rBC measured
only soot BC, whereas EC measured both soot BC and tar brC, as
illustrated by the trendlines. Error bars are propagated from the
standard error of the mean of the measurements
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calculated the soot-BC mass absorption efficiency, MAE(λ) (Eq. (2)),
as the ratio of absorption coefficient to rBC mass concentration at
these conditions. The calculated soot-BC AAE(λ, 950) was
approximately 1.0 at all λ and the soot-BC MAE(λ) was fully
consistent with the MAE(λ) reported in the literature for this same
engine for rBC from two control fuels which produced no brC
(solid line), namely diesel and marine-gas-oil PM.6 The soot-BC
calculations were also in excellent agreement with T-matrix model
results for the computer-simulated soot aggregates described in
Methods (solid black lines in Fig. 5) at all wavelengths.
When the AAEs were approximately 2.0 (Fig. 4, most-negative

crank angle), rBC concentrations were at their lowest and the ratio
rBC/EC approached 0. This indicates that tar brC absorption
dominated overall LAC absorption, since BC-dominated PM has
AAE of 1.0 and since EC includes both BC and tar.53 To provide a
conservative estimate of the tar AAE(λ, 950) and MAE(λ), we
estimated tar absorption coefficients by subtracting BC absorption
(the product of rBC mass concentration measured at these
conditions with the soot-BC MAE(λ) described above) from the total
(Eq. (3)). Tar AAEs(λ, 950) were then calculated using Eq. (1), and
were in the range 3–6 for λ of 370–1000 nm, substantially higher
than the AAE(λ, 950) of 1.0 for soot-BC. Further, we estimated tar
mass concentrations as the difference of EC and rBC (Eq. (4)), and
normalized these absorption coefficients by the tar mass concentra-
tion to obtain MAEs(λ) of tar brC (Fig. 5). Note that we have not
addressed internal mixing here because a previous study of HFO-PM
from this engine showed that BC was externally mixed.6

The tar MAEs were substantially higher than those of soluble brC,
and at 520 nm were 2.6 ± 1.3m2 g−1 compared to 9.9 ± 1.1m2 g−1

for soot BC. Figure 1 includes this tar MAE as a lower limit (mean

minus standard error) and the upper bound reported by Alexander
et al.15 (4.1m2 g−1), which is higher than our estimated upper
bound, to emphasize the expected variability between tar brC
samples discussed below. In spite of this variability, tar MAEs may be
generally considered as significantly higher than typical soluble-brC
MAEs, as shown by the Sun et al.32 data in Fig. 5.

Optical model of HFO-PM tar
In this section, we construct an optical model of the properties of
tar based on its chemical origin and demonstrate that this model
adequately describes our tar brC samples.
It has been shown that the thermal annealing of HFO droplets

produces tar-like material as an intermediate step towards char-BC
formation56 and subsequent oxidation. This annealing process
corresponds to the elimination of hydrogen and oxygen, the
fusing of aromatic rings, and thereby the formation of a partially-
graphitized material. The thermodynamic limit of this process is
the formation of graphitic material (or, in the presence of oxygen,
oxidation to CO2). However, as certain materials are kinetically
(sterically) inhibited from achieving complete graphitization,57 the
molecular composition of HFO may also play a role in tar
formation. Our data suggests that two distinct pathways are
involved in soot BC and tar formation, since rBC and tar
concentrations were anti-correlated in Fig. 4. This result is in
contradiction to the observation of Saleh et al.,10 that more-
absorbing brC was emitted from biomass combustion under
conditions where rBC emissions were relatively higher.
The context of graphitization provides physical insights into the

question of why tar brC absorbs into the infrared. Larger aromatic
systems have lower optical energy gaps, and therefore absorb at
longer wavelengths.38 In terms of energy gaps, a continuum of
graphitization can be envisioned where soluble brC (energy gap
~3–4 eV38) lies towards the limit of benzene and canonical soot BC
(energy gap ~ 0 eV)39 lies towards the limit of graphene. As the
Tauc energy-gap model has been proposed to describe this
continuum,39,58 we have evaluated its applicability to our data.
The Tauc model provides wavelength-dependent absorption
coefficients given two parameters, an energy gap which
influences the AAE, and a gap constant which scales the
absorption coefficient (Eq. (5)).
We found that the HFO-tar data of Fig. 5 could be well

described by an energy gap of 1.0 eV and a gap constant of 150
(cm2 g−1 eV−1)0.5 (red dashed lines in the figure). Utilizing the
correlation between energy gap and H/C ratio reported by
Minutolo et al.,58 this 1.0 eV corresponds to an H/C ratio of 0.65.
Note that we have treated tar particles as lying in the Rayleigh-
optics regime (<50 nm) for simplicity; Mie resonances may have
increased their MAEs by ~20%. Our fitted energy gap for tar brC is
substantially smaller than the 2.5 and 1.65 eV gaps utilized by Sun
et al.32 to describe, respectively, soluble brC (shaded region in
Fig. 5) and quenched-flame soot (not shown here). The smaller
energy gap indicates larger aromatic moieties in HFO tar compared
to those samples: tens of fused rings, rather than several rings.38

In addition to describing our current data, the Tauc model
accurately describes light absorption by flame soot of varying
maturity.58 This consistency supports the view that tar lies upon
the continuum of graphitization at an intermediate position
between small aromatic molecules (i.e., soluble brC) and
graphene-like BC. It can therefore be anticipated that tar from
different sources, or even engines, may display substantially
different optical properties. To illustrate the range of possible
properties for tar brC, we have included the wavelength-
dependent measurements of Alexander et al.15 and Chakrabarty
et al.16 in Fig. 5. Whereas the Chakrabarty et al.16 data are not
significantly different from ours, the tar brC observed by
Alexander et al.15 appears to be more mature than that observed
in our study, according to its lower AAEs of ~2. Greater maturity is

λ

λ

a

b

Fig. 5 Wavelength-dependent a AAE(λ, 950) and b MAE(λ) of BC and
tar brC in HFO-PM. Error bars represent the propagated standard
error of the mean. Symbols and lines indicate experimental and
numerical results from this study, respectively; shading indicates
literature data for context (refs. 11,12). The BC and tar brC AAEs and
MAEs were retrieved from the data of Fig. 4 (see text for details); the
unburnt HFO data are for a toluene solution and represent Rayleigh-
regime particle sizes. Note that AAEs for unburnt HFO are AAE(λ,
900) and for biomass burning tarballs16 are AAE(λ, 780), which
results in negligible differences to the reference AAE(λ, 950)
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not only associated with lower AAEs (closer to 1.0) but also with
larger MAEs,58 consistent with the MAEs we calculated from the
Alexander et al.15 data being larger than our tar MAEs (Fig. 5).
Finally, greater maturity is also connected to a more complete
elimination of oxygen and hydrogen, consistent with the very low
O/C of the Alexander et al.15 tar brC (0.04) compared to the data of
Chakrabarty et al.16 (0.17), who reported higher AAEs than
Alexander et al. (Fig. 5). We reiterate here that, due to its unique
morphology, completely graphitized tar is not equivalent to
soot BC.
For context, Fig. 5 also includes measurements of the MAE and

AAE of unburnt HFO fuel in toluene solution. We note that even
unburnt HFO absorbs substantially at higher wavelengths than
conventional soluble brC.9,33 However, the HFO AAE is different
from those of tar brC, showing a constant value of approximately
4.0 at all wavelengths. This difference highlights a fundamental
compositional difference between HFO and tar. As discussed in
the SI, we performed similar measurements of HFO fuel at various
concentrations in toluene and also in tetrachloromethane, and
obtained similar results, although CCl4 solutions of similar
concentrations absorbed less intensely than toluene solutions.

Tar dominates HFO-PM light absorption at low engine loads
We observed that the AAE of HFO-PM increases as engine load
decreases (Fig. 6). Figure 6a shows that the AAE(370,950) of HFO-
PM increased from near unity (indicating that the majority of light
absorption was due to BC) at high engine loads to greater than
two at low engine loads (indicating that a large fraction of the
light absorption was due to tar brC).
In order to relate the mass concentrations shown in Fig. 4b to

the AAEs shown in Fig. 6a, we parameterized the observed
correlations to estimate the average mass fraction of tar present at

each engine load. Employing the tar MAEs described above, we
then converted these mass fractions to absorption spectra. Figure
6c shows an example of the low engine load of 25%.
Figure 6c shows that over half of the total absorption at 25%

load was due to tar, even at λ > 900 nm. As shown by the AAE
(370,950), this fraction would be even higher at 11% load. As this
increase occurred in spite of engine-load-independent rBC
emissions (discussed elsewhere6), it indicates not only an increase
in the relative importance of tar brC, but also an absolute increase
in the emission factor of tar at lower loads.
It is important to place the load conditions in Fig. 6 in a practical

context. While a marine engine will typically be tuned for higher
engine loads, it may frequently be operated at lower loads for fuel
economy.2 In our case, the engine was tuned for 50% load, under
which conditions tar emissions were approximately 75% of the
LAC mass (inferred from the mean AAE(370,950) being compar-
able to the 25% load case). Furthermore, ships traveling in the
Arctic (except icebreakers) will typically operate at lower engine
loads than normal when ice is present, for safety.2 Our results
show that this would cause substantially enhanced emissions of
tar, exposing Arctic ice to higher tar concentrations.

Biases in calculated light absorption for BC–tar mixtures
The measured refractoriness and optical properties of tar brC (see
also Fig. 1) have important implications for measuring and
modeling LAC in HFO-PM, which may be summarized as follows.
When a mixture of soot BC and tar brC is measured as eBC(λ) at

the typical red or NIR wavelengths and extrapolated to shorter
wavelengths using the AAE of soot BC, a negative bias (under-
estimation) in calculated light absorption will result, since the AAE
of soot BC is lower than that of tar. When a mixture of soot BC and
tar is measured as EC, a positive bias (overestimation) in calculated
light absorption will result, since the MAE(λ) of tar is smaller than
that of soot BC. When a mixture of soot BC and tar is measured as
rBC, a negative bias in calculated light absorption will result, since
laser-induced incandescence is not sensitive to tar according to
our observations (Fig. 4).
In principle, only spectrally-resolved absorption coefficient (or

eBC) measurements can avoid the abovementioned biases. When
such measurements are too complex, the second-best method for
estimating total light absorption by BC–tar mixtures is to measure
eBC at λ close to the maximum solar insolation (~550 nm), which
minimizes the resulting bias when absorption is extrapolated with
an assumed AAE of unity.

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that tar brC may be produced not only by
biomass burning, but also by internal combustion engines operated
on HFO. Multiple environmental data sets must be reconsidered in
light of this fact. For example, Alexander et al.15 described highly-
light-absorbing tar brC in East Asian outflow. Their samples did not
contain potassium, a marker for biomass burning PM, and the
authors could not attribute any source to them.15,31 As their samples
were taken over the Yellow Sea of China, where HFO fuel is widely
used in marine engines, and contained sulfur and silicon, which are
both found in HFO,50,59 we propose that HFO combustion is the
most likely source of those particles. Marine emissions are a major
source of pollution over the Yellow Sea,60 and other studies have
reported char-BC in that region29,30 (tar was not investigated in
those studies), supporting this association.
In the Arctic, Xie et al.28 reported a greater number of

amorphous-carbon particles than soot-BC particles based on
electron microscopy, indicating that HFO-PM tar is likely an
important LAC type in that region. This inference finds support in
the high AAE of ~2 measured by Doherty et al.61 for water-
insoluble LAC in Arctic snow, even in regions which were not

a

b

c

Fig. 6 Tar brC emissions as a function of engine load. a The AAE
(370,950) increased from ~1 to 2.2 as engine load decreased from 90
to 11%, corresponding to b PM dominated in mass by tar brC at low
loads. c At 25% load, tar contributed over half of the total light
absorption in the marine-engine exhaust, and would contribute
even more at the lower loads used by vessels in the presence of ice
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impacted by biomass-burning. Such regions would have been
locally impacted by HFO-PM, and HFO-PM is presently the only
known source of insoluble brC other than biomass burning.
The fact that substantial evidence for the importance of HFO-

PM tar in atmospheric samples can be identified in multiple
separate environmental studies, without targeted analysis, sup-
ports the generalization of our results and suggests a substantial
abundance of this previously-unidentified LAC type. The calcu-
lated light absorption and climate forcing of marine-engine
emissions will be biased in the presence of tar, either high or
low depending on the LAC-measurement technique as elaborated
above. Future work must therefore seek to directly identify and
quantify HFO-PM tar in environments impacted by marine-engine
emissions, and regulators must ensure that light absorption by tar
brC is accounted for in future legislation.

METHODS
Experimental
Measurements were performed on a single-cylinder, four-stroke research
diesel engine (1 VDS 18/15 CR) at the University of Rostock.3,46 The engine
has a 150mm bore and 180mm stroke and operates at a nominal 1500 rpm
with a maximum 80 kW output power. The fuel was used HFO180; its
detailed physical properties have been reported previously.50 The layout of
the engine represents a typical medium-speed large diesel engine. Complete
details of the experimental setup for the BC and light-absorption
instrumentation have been described previously.6,50 Briefly, rBC concentra-
tions were measured by a single-particle soot photometer (SP2, DMT Inc.,
USA) calibrated with mass-classified BC particles. PM mass spectra were
measured in real time using an Aerodyne High-Resolution Soot-Particle
Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (Aerodyne Research Inc., USA) operated in dual
vapourizer mode. The soot-particle vapourizer was a 1064 nm continuous-
wave laser which vapourizes materials of sufficiently-high MAE(1064 nm).62,63

Our HFO-PM tar was not such a material, and was therefore not detected by
SP-AMS (further details are provided in the SI). SEM was performed with a
Hitachi SU350050 after coating samples with a 15 nm-thick Au film.

Thermal–optical analysis
Thermal–optical analyses were performed using a seven-wavelength
analyzer, following the IMPROVE-A protocol.51 This protocol involves
heating samples in helium in four temperature stages (393, 523, 723, and
823 K) before adding 2% oxygen to combust remaining carbon in three
temperature stages (823, 973, 1073 K) (gray shading in Supplementary
Figure 6). After solvent extraction, EC concentrations were a factor 0.55 ±
0.17 lower, indicating a substantial positive bias in EC, and reported EC
concentrations were taken from or scaled to the solvent-extracted samples.

Optical properties
Light absorption coefficients babn(λ) were measured by two independent
techniques. First, the offline multi-wavelength absorption analysis (MWAA)
technique allowed calculation of the absorbance of a filtered PM sample
from transmittance and reflectance measurements.64 Second, during this
study, real-time measurements of light extinction and scattering at 780 nm
with a cavity attenuation phase shift PM single-scattering albedo (CAPS
PMSSA) monitor allowed the calculation of babn(λ) by subtracting
scattering from extinction. The CAPS PMSSA data were used to calibrate
a dual-spot aethalometer AE33,65 which measured babn(λ) in real time. This
calibration resulted in a factor 2.6 reduction of the calculated absorption
coefficients babn(λ) and is discussed extensively in Corbin et al.6

AAEs were calculated from either the MWAA or calibrated AE33 data
using Eq. (1). The AAEs measured by MWAA and AE33 were in close
agreement, as discussed by Corbin et al.6 MAEs were calculated from the
mass concentration of an absorbing species CLAC as,

MAEðλÞ ¼ babnðλÞ
CLAC

(2)

Light absorption by unburnt HFO
HFO absorption spectra were measured using a Hach DR3900 spectro-
photometer. The spectrophotometer was calibrated using absorption

standards available from the manufacturer. Multiple concentrations were
measured, ranging from 4 to 100mg/L, in order to rule out the hypotheses
that light extinction by molecular aggregates contributed to the apparent
absorption.37 We rejected this hypothesis as the normalized absorbance
spectra obtained at 4 and 20mg/L were similar; see the SI for further
discussion on this topic. Data for the 20mg/L spectra have been presented,
as their signal-to-noise ratio was better. A typical asphaltene density66 of
1.2 g cm−3 was used to convert the measured absorption to the Rayleigh-
regime MAEs reported in Fig. 5.

Filter extractions
Filter samples were extracted following a procedure designed to replicate
the seminal results of Kirchstetter et al.7 First, filter absorbance was
measured by MWAA. Then, filter punches were gently immersed in 5ml of
solvent and mechanically stirred for 60min at 70 rpm using an Argo Lab
SKO-D XL. The solvent was then decanted. This part of the procedure was
performed thrice, first with 5 ml of solvent, then with 5ml of solvent, and
finally with 10ml of solvent. The filter was then removed with clean
tweezers and dried overnight in a silica-gel desiccator. Filter absorbance
was then measured again.
The above procedure was repeated consecutively for three solvents on

every sample: first with water, then with hexane, then with toluene. Three
filters were analyzed, thus, nine extractions were performed in total. We
note that this procedure is similar to the VDI standard 2465/1.67

Asphaltene extraction
The asphaltene fraction of our HFO sample was extracted following ASTM
method D2007-93,68 substituting heptane with hexane.37 This procedure
involves refluxing the HFO in hexane and washing the hexane-insoluble
residue with toluene to obtain an asphaltene-in-toluene solution. The main
difference between this ASTM method and the Kirchstetter et al.7 filter-
extraction method is that the Kirchstetter procedure does not include
refluxing at the hexane step. That means that some fraction of hexane-
soluble material may have been removed by toluene rather than hexane.
This difference has no impact on the interpretation of our results.

Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of 14 individual particles were obtained with a commercial
microRaman system (LabRAM HR, Horiba Jobin Yvon). Each spectrum is the
average of 6 acquisitions of 20 s integration time. Samples were excited by
632.8 nm radiation at sufficiently low power (0.17mW) with a 50× long
working distance objective (Na= 0.55) to minimize heating effects. The
energy range 646–2792 cm−1 was measured with 2 cm−1 resolution. Retro-
reflected radiation is collected and passed through a notch filter that
removes Rayleigh-scattered radiation.
Spectral baselines were subtracted by fitting a third-order polynomial to

the 100 measurements about 750 and 2000 cm−1 before a five-band fitting
procedure55 was used. Spectra were measured from the same quartz-fiber
filters used for thermal–optical and MWAA analysis. The flame soot data in
Fig. 3 represents the two most extreme conditions (most and least
graphitic) of a commercial quenched propane-flame “CAST” burner, as
reported by Saffaripour et al.54. We note that the results presented by
Saffaripour et al.54 were obtained using the same analysis technique as
used here.

Tar absorption coefficients and mass concentrations
As discussed in the main text, rBC mass concentrations measured by SP2,
CrBC, reflected soot BC and not tar brC mass concentrations; whereas EC
mass concentrations measured by TOA included both soot BC and tar
brC.53 We therefore estimated tar absorption coefficients as

babn;tar ¼ babn;total � CrBC �MAEsoot�BC (3)

Correspondingly, we estimated tar mass concentrations as

Ctar ¼ CEC � CrBC (4)

These equations are discussed further in the main text.

LAC model calculations
The radiative properties of soot BC were calculated using the generalized
multiparticle Mie (GMM) method69 for numerically generated fractal-like
aggregates formed by monodisperse monomers in point contact. The
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aggregates were generated using a tunable cluster–cluster aggregation
algorithm with fractal dimension and prefactor fixed at 1.8 and 1.3,
respectively.70 The results were averaged over at least 3375 aggregate
orientations. Monomer diameter was measured from TEM images as
30 nm.46 The number of monomers in the aggregate was chosen as
50 such that the aggregate mass was consistent with the median mass
measured by SP2.6 Calculations were also performed for monomer
diameters of 50 and 80 nm (with similar results, not shown) and monomer
numbers of 1 to 600 (shown in Fig. 5). The AAEs shown in Fig. 7 are
discussed in the SI.
We modeled char-BC properties using core–shell Mie theory for particles

of air cores and BC shells. Mie theory provides an accurate representation
of char cenospheres.71 The shell thickness was set by assigning an inner
diameter that was 60% of the outer diameter (0.6 and 1.0 μm, respectively),
as constrained by the data of Zhu et al.,31 but the results were not sensitive
to this choice. The AAEs in Fig. 7 were produced using this model. For both
soot and char BC calculations, a refractive index of 1.85+ 0.71i was used.
Previous work20,72 has scaled up the MAEs calculated with this refractive
index by 30% to agree with experimental data. We have performed a
similar scaling, but rather than referencing literature we have referenced
MAEs measured for BC from this engine during this measurement
campaign,6 which were 48% larger than the standard literature value. A
density of 1800 kgm−3 was used in all BC calculations.
We modeled soluble brC and tar brC properties using the Tauc model.

The Tauc model relates the brC absorption coefficient to an energy gap Eg
representing the energy difference between the lowest-energy unoccu-
pied electronic state and the highest-energy occupied electronic state. The
absorption coefficient babn for a photon of energy E(λ) is thus described as

babn;bulkðλÞ ¼ B2 EðλÞ � Eg
� �2

=EðλÞ (5)

where the parameter B is a constant. To represent soluble brC, we plotted
Eq. (5) for B= 250 (cm2g−1eV−1)(1/2) and Eg= 2.5 eV, representing humic
acids and water-soluble OM.32 To represent tar brC, we used the values
stated in the manuscript. For simplicity we plotted this equation for brC
particles in the Rayleigh regime (roughly, diameters below 100 nm), the
MAE of larger, Mie-regime particles may be slightly (maximally about 20%)
higher.
For soluble brC, we used a representative brC density73 of 1200 kgm−3.

For tar brC, we used the mean density of 1500 kgm−3 reported by
Alexander et al.15 For simplicity, we did not model the so-called Urbach tail,
which reflects empirically-observed broadening of this curve at longer
wavelengths32 nor the variability expected in the MAE of different soluble
brC samples.9 These details, as well as the consideration of Mie effects, do
not impact our discussion because typical soluble-brC absorption falls to 0
at λ of 400–500 nm.9,38

DATA AVAILABILITY
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study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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